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Preface

I would love to have the opportunity to place this study of the Jezebel/Ahab spiritual influence in the hands of every professing Christian. I say this because the lack of knowledge as to how these ruling principalities are controlling our modern world, is causing the faith and even the eternal destinies of professing Christians to become shipwrecked in these end-times.

Knowing how to do spiritual warfare against these powerful blaspheming ruling principalities is crucial for every true believer and follower of Jesus Christ! Otherwise they may be overcome and end up blaspheming God—which literally means to misrepresent and bring reproach upon the reputation of the true and living God. That is exactly what King David did when he came under the Jezebel influence as this study reveals. This is happening on a world wide scale in all aspects of Christianity, through the false teachers and false prophets that are being influenced by the Jezebel Spirit.

(1 Tim 1:18-20) "... May you wage the good warfare, having faith and a good conscience, which some having rejected... concerning the faith they have suffered shipwreck... of whom I delivered to Satan that they may learn not to blaspheme.

Another important aspect of this study reveals that the Jezebel-Leviathan spirits have been prophesied to become a world-wide powers, just as she is seen riding the dragon (representing Leviathan) as mentioned in the book of Revelation:
(Rev 17:3-5) I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet colored beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns... And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet color, and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication: And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.

My prayer is that God’s Holy Spirit will pour out His wisdom and revelation upon all who investigate what is written within these pages. Those who are serious students of the endtime prophetic Scriptures understand that we are living in the last generation before the return of the Lord Jesus. This means deception is running rampant among those who profess to be Christians. Thus, it is imperative that we rightly divide the Word of God and allow the Holy Spirit to teach us all things. I pray that you receive a greater understanding of what it is going to take to keep from falling prey to the deceptive tactics of Satan and his demonic hoards from hell as we race towards then of this age. I pray also that...

“…the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give to you the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Him, and that the eyes of your understanding be enlightened…” (Eph 1:17-18)\(^1\)

AMEN!

\(^1\) *All Scripture is from the KJV or NKJV unless otherwise specified—all numbers are from the Strong’s Concordance; the abbreviation: CWSD references are from The Complete Word Study Dictionary: Old and New Testament © 1992 by AMG International, Inc. Revised Edition, 1993*
In my ministry as a pastor for 12 years—I became aware that certain people would have manifestations of the Jezebel Spirit… especially in the spring time. When I sought the Lord about this I received some very clear answers. The first was: I was shown that those who have been involved with the Catholic Church and especially those who were baptized were (unknowingly) dedicated to the Queen of Heaven, who is a goddess spirit also known as Jezebel.

The Catholic Church calls their goddess Mary, the Queen of Heaven. Secondly the Lord reminded me that Goddess worship takes place in the springtime thus, affecting the spiritual environment in the territory that in turn affects the people who needed deliverance from a Jezebel Spirit (which by the way is not just a female problem—both men and women can come under this influence).
The Jezebel Spirit releases what I call S.A.P…. **Spiritual Atmospheric Pressure** when there is a change in the spiritual temperature.

*(Rev 3:15)* "...I wish you were cold or hot.

**In nature there is a Meteorological Principle**

Atmospheric Pressure results from changing temperatures… and the winds are controlled by atmospheric pressure. *(1 Cor 11:14)* Does not even nature itself teach you…?

We also have air inside our body—and the air pressure outside affects the air pressure inside our body.

- **high pressure** is connected to colder temperatures… demonic influence can increase its pressure upon us when we become apathetic or **spiritually cold**.

- **low pressure** is connected to hotter temperatures, storms and rain… when we get **spiritually fervent or hot** we can press in and do battle [and storm] against the enemy the high pressure is decreased and it will bring rain [God’s refreshing anointing].
A spiritual influence is like the wind [Heb. *ruawk*] it can be a slight breeze or a tornado. Spiritual influences are measured and controlled by “**spiritual pressure**”…just as the winds in nature are controlled by atmospheric pressure.

**Spiritual pressure** is created by our “**change in spiritual temperature**”…just as atmospheric pressure in nature is controlled by changing temperatures. (Rev 3:15) **You are neither hot nor cold. I wish you were one or the other!** NLT

**Apathy the Devil’s Foothold**

Apathy (also an earmark of Hypocrisy) is defined as: *a lack of interest or concern for something we should be interested and concerned about.* This is one of defining traits of Jezebel’s mate—Ahab, which is Jezebels companion spiritual influence. (Eph 4:27) **Do not give place** \(^2\) **to the devil.**

Luke warmness is the perfect temperature for giving place to and empowering the Jezebel Spirit. When this spirit detects a change [from hot to lukewarm] in our **personal spiritual temperature** (i.e. due to apathy, it has gained a foothold) to releases pressure within our spiritual **personal spiritual atmosphere**, (i.e. our human spirit) saturating its pervading influence over our area of influence, which includes our personal spirit and our spiritual influence upon others (which is

\(^2\) **Place**: *NT:5117 topos* (*top’-*os); Means: the right conditions, the license, foothold, room.
rendered powerless). If enough people become apathetic it can affect the spiritual atmosphere in an entire territory (families, organizations, cities or an entire nation).

When people in a territory (family, organization, city or nation) become spiritually apathetic (an Ahab trait), it is because the pressure from the Jezebel influence is a prevailing influence in a territory, which means a **throne of iniquity** has been erected by this ruler.

A throne of Iniquity will be able to influence our **personal spiritual climate** (our attitudes—standards—and how we feel—physically and emotionally) … by controlling our mind by bombarding it with demonic thoughts… for the **Jezebel spirit is a “mind-control” spirit of witchcraft—sorcery**… and seeks out spiritually weak, apathetic or “lukewarm” areas (i.e. in people, churches and cities etc.) where it is able to influence the “spiritual climate.”
CHAPTER 2

The Jezebel & Ahab Throne of Iniquity

Have you ever wondered why Christians struggle so with “besetting sins? Those who do, are those who are yet carnal and of course new Christians. Those in this place definitely should not put themselves in the company of others who “practice these same sins”…because those who practice them have a throne of iniquity erected in their life that releases this pervading influence over weaker Christian’s areas of iniquity (carnal tendencies). This will influence those Christian’s spiritual climate (attitudes—standards—and how they feel—physically and emotionally). The Jezebel spirit preys upon the iniquities of the spiritually weak and immature Christian.
As mentioned, when the Jezebel/Ahab spiritual influence is able to rule over an area, it is because a “**Throne of Iniquity**” has been erected… This is where a demonic ruler is given a “place” or the right to release its power… by establishing a THRONE (which represents the right to rule) because iniquity is being practiced in an area or has not been exposed and repented of. The phrase “devises evil” in the above verse is the Hebrew word *yatsar* (yaw-tsar’) meaning: *evil that is brought forth by “squeezing”*. What is squeezing? *It is pressure!* The Jezebel influence especially comes against the righteous— for the express purpose of putting pressure on them to give in to the demands of the Jezebel/Ahab influence, so the righteous can be ultimately eliminated through condemnation.

**Spiritual Climate** (or create an unhealthy spiritual climate) … by sustaining ungodly prevailing attitudes, standards, feelings— (physical and emotional). The Jezebel spirit will produce physical--emotional and mental illness… if it is sustained.

The way a prevailing influence like Jezebel is “sustained” or kept on its throne is by establishing a “stronghold” for protection. We must deal with demonic strongholds anytime they are discovered.
(2 Cor 10:4-5) For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God for pulling down strongholds… [how?] [by] casting down arguments…

➢ **Strongholds** ochuroma (okh-oo'-ro-mah) CWSD: Used metaphorically of any strong points or arguments (i.e. accusations, lies, doubts) in which one trusts…a stronghold is a fortress or fortified place from which a ruler can rule in order to hold on to an “area” (of iniquity and sin) in a person or a “territory.” Remember, Strongholds can be GOOD or BAD!!

(Ps 18:2) The LORD is my rock, my **fortress**, and my savior; my God is my rock, in whom I find protection. He is my shield, the strength of my salvation, and my stronghold. NLT

**King David, Apathy and Bathsheba**

King David’s relationship with Bathsheba is a perfect example of how the Jezebel influence is able to gain a foothold in someone who is a strong believer and lover of God—through apathy… (Read: 2 Sam 11:1-12:24). The Ahab spiritual influence of apathy was used to release the S.A.P. or (Spiritual Atmospheric Pressure) of Jezebel’s “harlotry” influence upon King David…

(2 Sam 11:1) The following spring, the time of year **when kings go to war**... David sent Joab and the Israelite army to destroy the Ammonites... **but David stayed behind in Jerusalem**...
Apathy caused David to not care about what he should have been doing—which was that of going to war. Thus, the pressure of guilt or condemnation over this lack of wanting to go to war... came from the Jezebel influence and created discontentment and dissatisfaction (this is the root for depression) in David...causing him to look for something to amuse and please him. He was a man of passion...he was used to excitement...he was bored and he was looking for something to excite him. Of course Satan saw to it that he found just what he was looking for:

(2 Sam 11:2) Late one afternoon David got out of bed after taking a nap (depressed people sleep a lot) and went for a stroll on the roof of the palace... As he looked out over the city, he noticed a woman of unusual beauty taking a bath. NLT

David ignored the God’s Word because his mind was meditating on what it should not have been on... (Ex 20:17) "Do not covet your neighbor's house. Do not covet your neighbor's wife, male or female servants... Don't set your heart on anything that is your neighbor's. TMB

David, due to falling into apathy... had a lack of interest or concern...for what he should have been interested and concerned about. It was the time for war...not a time for comfort and ease... (2 Sam 11:1) It was spring, the time of year when kings go to war...

David was supposed to be warring against the very thing Jezebel...
released upon him—the **AMMONITES**. They were descendants of Lot’s *incestuous* son Ammon, (whose mother was under the Jezebel influence). Lot was father of the Ammonites who became enemies of the people of Israel. The Israelites were instructed by God not to fellowship with them. (Deut 23:2-4)... The Ammonites had a throne erected to demonic rulers (pagan gods) that released curses upon them through **false prophesy** and **sexual perversion** [two of Jezebel traits].

(Deut 23:2-4) "Those of illegitimate birth and their descendants for ten generations may not be included in the congregation of the LORD... "No Ammonites or Moabites, or any of their descendants for ten generations, may be included in the assembly of the LORD. ... They tried to hire Balaam son of Beor from Pethor in Aram-naharaim to curse you. NLT

David sent Joab to do what he should have been doing...warring against this Jezebel ruled nation of the Ammonites

**Pressure Pattern**

Not doing what we know we should be doing *always produces guilt*. This in turn creating feelings of discontentment and dissatisfaction frustration (i.e. depression pressure)... (Ps 94:21) “They gather together against the life of the righteous, to condemn innocent blood.” This will opens the door to...
• **Comfort** or ease… a strong to escape the pressure of feeling guilty—“I would feel better if I could just find someone or something… to satisfy or fulfill me.”

• **Covetousness**… seeing what others have as our answer … desiring that which belongs to someone else—forbidden desires. (Ex 20:17)

Apathy ignores boundaries and opens the door to temptation. The sin of David illustrates this perfectly…

*(James 1:14-16)* But each one is tempted when he is drawn away by his own forbidden desires and enticed…Then, when desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is full-grown, brings forth death…Do not be deceived, my beloved brethren.

David took the *first step* to gratifying his covetousness by focusing on forbidden pleasure, by watching Bathsheba bathe. Bath-Sheba means **Bath**: “apple of the eye” or something we find pleasure in seeing or looking at... **Sheba** literally refers to the number “7”—which denotes completion or fulfillment. David found pleasure in focusing in on what he should not have been focusing on... and he would not be satisfied or comforted until he found *fulfillment* by having what he coveted!

*(2 Sam 11:3-5)* He sent someone to find out who she was, and he was told, "She is Bathsheba…the wife of Uriah the Hittite." ...Then David sent for her; and when she came to the palace, he slept with her. When she returned home Bathsheba discovered she was pregnant and sent a message to David. NLT

**Jezebel Characteristics**

David illustrates how Jezebel causes those under its influence to “plot and plan” in order to get what they want… or to “cover up” wrong looking deeds and motives by HYPOCRISY (i.e. pretending to have good motives). *(Read 1 Kings 21:7-14)* about how Jezebel dealt with Naboth, whose vineyard she and Ahab coveted).
Notice how David was influenced by the Jezebel spirit to exhibit the same behavior in order to get what he coveted…. namely Bathsheba.

(2 Sam 11:8-10, 13) Then David told Uriah, "Go on home and relax." David even sent a gift to Uriah (i.e. flattery) after he had left the palace... But Uriah wouldn't go home... When David heard what Uriah had done, he summoned him and asked, "What's the matter with you? Why didn't you go home last night after being away for so long? (i.e. notice how he tried to put a Guilt trip on Uriah) " ... Then David invited him to dinner and got him drunk (i.e. manipulation). But even then he couldn't get Uriah to go home to his wife. NLT

The Jezebel Spirit

- Seeks out other individuals they feel are weaker to control, influence and dominate
- Has an unnatural sense of self-importance
- Requires excessive admiration and attention
- Shows arrogant, haughty behaviors or attitudes
- Lacks self control, unable to control emotional outbursts, unconcerned with effecting others
- Exploitative, abusive, takes advantage of others to achieve his/her own goals, manipulative, lies
- Totally void of empathy; will falsely mimic empathy to seduce and control their victims
- Jealous and envious of others, yet delusional in believing others are jealous/jealous of them
- Defensive and combative whenever confronted about anything
- Fantasies about themselves having unlimited admiration, beauty, power, success, brilliance or perfected worship in love
- Believes that he/she is superior and unique and can only be understood by other superior people
- Has a sense of entitlement; demands automatic compliance with his/her expectations; unreasonable expectations of others, critical when disappointed
• David tried to cover up his sin of “covetousness” through flattery, guilt and manipulation, all of which are Jezebel tactics ...he did everything he could to get Uriah to go home and sleep with Bathsheba... so her pregnancy would look like Uriah’s doing.

• When Uriah refused to be manipulated, David became desperate and secretly plotted as to how to get Uriah out of the way... He was being driven by fear and guilt—giving the Jezebel spirit, (which is the spirit behind murder), more power in his life.

• Bathsheba’s husband’s name “Uriah” name means “the fire of God”...the fire of God represents the light of God bringing exposure and examination, and also represents the judgment or punishing consequences for not allowing God’s exposure... the Jezebel spirit destroys our faith and therefore hates exposure and will fight every way possible to keep from being exposure and destroyed.

**Jezebel Tactics**

- Hypocrisy
- Flattery
- Seduction
- Verbal persuasion (i.e. manipulation)
- Slander; maligning, smearing reputations
- Lying... victims of Jezebel readily believe their own lies
- Accusations causing shame and guilt
- Secrecy
- Persecution
- Creates spiritual and emotional dependency

Anyone who sees any of these Jezebel traits in operation in their lives at any time... need to come clean and become 100% honest and confess every sinful Jezebel trait. These unconfessed sins feed unhealed wounds, which are like garbage that attracts and empowers this spirit. Otherwise there is no freedom from the Jezebel influence and the family and health curses that are associated with Jezebel.

It takes a prophet of God with apostolic authority to confront this intimidating spirit... Nathan was
“sent” by God to confront David … (2 Sam 12:1) So the LORD sent Nathan the prophet to tell David this story. NLT

Notice how David had a typical HYPOCRITICAL “Jezebel reaction” to the story Nathan told him about the sin that was in the life of “someone else”—his instant anger was quick to condemn with no mercy...

(2 Sam 12:5-7) David was furious. "As surely as the LORD lives," he vowed, "any man who would do such a thing deserves to die! ...He must repay four lambs to the poor man for the one he stole and for having no pity." ...Then Nathan said to David, "You are that man! NLT

David would have been willing to just pretend (HYPOCRICITY) everything was ok, if it hadn’t been for being confronted by the prophet Nathan… (Lit: his name means the one who gives or brings forth). Like David… people under the Jezebel influence flare up in anger when their guilt is triggered and they despise those who reflect their own sin (such as man in Nathan’s story who was cruel) …those who do so become victimized by the Jezebel spirit’s lying accusations—and by—being slandered and persecuted.

(2 Sam 11:27) David sent for Bathsheba and brought her to the palace, and she became one of his wives. Then she gave birth to a son. But the LORD was very displeased with what David had done. NLT

David tried to hide his sin, but God said the consequences for this “Jezebel” trait of trying to hide sin had to be “exposure”… for this breaks the power of Jezebel! However, there are ALWAYS consequences for sin, especially if you are a leader among the people, such as David was. God goes on to tell David what his painful consequences would be:
(2 Sam 12:11-15) Thus says the LORD: 'Behold, I will raise up adversity against you from your own house. You sinned secretly, but I will do this to you openly in the sight of all Israel. Then David confessed to Nathan, "I have sinned against the LORD." Nathan replied, "Yes, but the LORD has forgiven you, and you won't die for this sin. But you have given the enemies of the LORD great opportunity to despise and blaspheme him, so your child will die."

After Nathan returned to his home, the LORD made Bathsheba's baby deathly ill. NLT

According to the Law David's sin required both he and Bathsheba be put to death:

(Deut 22:22) "If a man is discovered committing adultery, both he and the other man's wife must be killed. In this way, the evil will be cleansed from Israel. NLT"

The consequences of being involved with the sins of Jezebel are REAL and they are not only devastating but also deadly. They involve: Health issues—physical —emotional and mental health issues Bareness… miscarriages, childhood diseases… and premature death. Remember David’s child died. God also told David…”The curse of adversity will come against you from your own house” … God said his consequences would be that his children would be under a curse… and there would be health issues that death. In other words the Jezebel curse would be upon his generations (which only the blood
of Christ can remove). For those who do not repent that curse is still operational!

(Rev 2:18, 20-23) To... the church in Thyatira. This is the message from the Son of God, whose eyes are bright like flames of fire, whose feet are like polished bronze...You are permitting that woman — that Jezebel who calls herself a prophet — to lead my servants astray. She is encouraging them to worship idols... and commit sexual sin... I gave her time to repent, but she would not turn away from her immorality... Therefore, I will throw her upon a sickbed, and she will suffer greatly along with all who commit adultery with her, unless they turn away from all their evil deeds... I will strike her children with death. And all the churches will know that I am the one who searches out the thoughts and intentions of every person. And I will give to each of you whatever you deserve. NLT

Because David knew and loved God, he accepted his consequences. It was his true repentance however, that opened the door to God’s mercy spared he and Bathsheba’s lives and his true repentance also opened the door to God’s grace, which sustained him when he had to walk through the painful consequences of his sin (and throughout his lifetime there were many—Just read David’s Psalms). Most assuredly God forgives our sin when we have genuine repentance, but He also gives us His mercy and grace to endure whatever just consequences we may have to walk through as a result of that sin. Nowhere in God’s word are we promised to escape sins consequences, but what a comfort to know He is with us when we must walk through those times.

(Isa 43:1-3) "Fear not, for I have redeemed you; I have called you by your name; You are Mine...When you pass through the waters, I will be with you; And through the rivers, they shall not overflow you. When you walk through the fire, you shall not be burned,
Nor shall the flame scorch you... For I am the Lord your God.

Humiliating Exposure and Honest Confession are the only ways to break the power of the Jezebel influence... “Uriah’s” name means “the fire of God”...the fire of God represents the light of God bringing exposure and examination, and also represents the judgment or punishing consequences for not allowing God’s exposure... Jezebel hates exposure and will fight to destroy it.

We must allow God to expose all Jezebel thoughts and motives that have been operational...

- “I gave her time to repent, but she would not”...people who are not honest and who do not repent will not get free of Jezebel curses
- “…all the churches will know that I am the one who searches out the thoughts and intentions [motives] of every person.”

The reason humility is not easy, but essential in getting free from the Jezebel spirit...is that it works with the Leviathan spirit of pride...

(Job 41:1, 15,21-22) "Can you draw out Leviathan... His rows of scales are his pride, Shut up tightly as with a seal...for flames shoot from its mouth. "The tremendous strength is in its neck... NLT

(Rev 12:3; 17:3-5)I saw a large red dragon with seven heads and ten horns, with seven crowns on his heads... There I saw a woman sitting on the scarlet beast that had seven heads and ten horns, written all over with blasphemies against God ...The woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet... A mysterious name was written on her forehead: "Babylon the Great, Mother of All Harlots and Obscenities in the World."
The pride and bitterness cords are the two cords that keep the one rejection cord in place. Therefore, dealing with pride and bitterness is essential in destroying the Jezebel influence. This spiritual influence preys upon the righteous—in order to condemn them (activate rejection—which in turn activates the bitter and pride cords) if this tactic goes undetected the influence will continue to be in our lives.

(Eccl 4:12) And if one (Cord of rejection i.e. condemnation) prevails against him (lit: overcomes, defeats a person), two (the cords of Bitterness and Pride) shall withstand (withstand literally means will exercise authority over) him; and this threefold cord is not quickly or easily broken.

Nathan went on to tell David… (2 Sam 12:14) …But you have given the enemies of the LORD great opportunity to despise and blaspheme him…

This demonic duo of Jezebel and Ahab keeps those under its influence operating in the deceptive sins of sorcery and harlotry (i.e. idolatry).

David Confesses and Repents

(2 Sam 12:13) Then David confessed to Nathan, "I have sinned against the Lord." Nathan replied, "Yes, but the Lord has forgiven you, and you won't die for this sin.

According to the law David should have been put to death… but as a Father…God loves us and is so ready to forgive and cleanse us from all sin and demonic influences…especially Jezebel and the sins associated with this spirit. But this can only happen IF we come clean and truly have godly sorrow as that of King David had that leads to genuine repentance. Keep in mind anger is very intense under the Jezebel spiritual influence, thus never forget Jesus said about anger (like that coming from the Jezebel influence) is as the sin of murder… which is what David actually did commit.
(Matt 5:21-22) "You have heard that it was said to those of old, 'You shall not murder, and whoever murders will be in danger of the judgment.' ...But I say to you that whoever is angry with his brother without a cause shall be in danger of the judgment."
CHAPTER 3

The Stronghold of a Jezebel/Ahab Influence

The Stronghold of Jezebel

(1 John 5:16-17, 21) If you see a Christian brother or sister sinning in a way that does not lead to death, you should pray, and God will give that person life... But there is sin that leads to death, and I am not saying you should pray for those who commit it... Every wrong is sin, but not all sin leads to death... keep away from (idols) anything that might take God's place in your hearts.

The sins that lead to death are mentioned in (Rev 21:8) ...if these are not confessed and repented of they can activate and empower demonic forces of death, which can steal, kill and destroy us.

(Rev 21:8) But the fearful, unbelieving, abominable, murderers, sexually immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars shall have their part in the lake which burns with fire and brimstone, which is the second death. “
All of these sins are associated with the Jezebel/Ahab spiritual influences. As true believers in Jesus Christ who have His Holy Spirit residing in them, we can still at any time come under the influence of a demonic influence, however for the true believer sin is always a choice. Unbelievers don’t have to choose, sinning is natural, sin is in their carnal nature.

(Rom 8:12-16) So, dear brothers and sisters, you have no obligation whatsoever to do what your sinful nature urges you to do... For if you keep on following it, you will perish. But if through the power of the Holy Spirit you turn from it and its evil deeds, you will live... For all who are led by the Spirit of God are children of God... So you should not be like cowering, fearful slaves. You should behave instead like God's very own children, adopted into his family — calling him "Father, dear Father."...For his Holy Spirit speaks to us deep in our hearts and tells us that we are God's children. NLT

If we have been born again …we have the “seed” or nature of God within us …therefore we no longer have to listen to our sinful human nature (which is what the world and demons like the Jezebel/Ahab spiritual influences appeal to) … we can choose to sin or to listen to our new nature… (Which is what the Holy Spirit appeals to).

Generational iniquities, strongholds (wrong mindsets) and demonic impartations from others play a big part in determining what will influence us—if we choose to willfully sin.

The lineage of Ahab and Jezebel clearly demonstrate what sort of impartations are associated with their wicked spiritual influences.
Remember: our will can be influenced by a “Throne of Iniquity”—which...

...creates a Spiritual Atmosphere...

Because: As already stated, a throne of iniquity is a place from which a demonic ruler can release its influence... over those who are yielding to and practicing inherited carnal iniquity:

(Ps 94:20-21) Shall the throne of iniquity, which devises evil by law, have FELLOWSHIP with You? They [the demonic evil rulers on these thrones] gather together against the life of the righteous, to condemn innocent blood.

ALSO KEEP IN MIND: Iniquity is the inherited or imparted ...carnal tendency to embrace certain sins. Thus, when we form close relationships with those who are under a particular spiritual influence such as the Ahab/Jezebel influence we will be affected by that influence or experience its spiritual pressure. It is important to understand that the Jezebel influence is a bewitching influence!
Does the Jezebel throne of iniquity...have FELLOWSHIP with You?

The word **FELLOWSHIP** in the above text is the Hebrew word OT:2266 *chabar* (khaw-bar'), which means: *To be joined together by means of a spell... to be bewitched, to fascinate [to be attracted to, to arouse ones interest in something or someone], to become a couple [two persons joined together, as a married or engaged pair, lovers, or dance partners].

The word **DEVISES EVIL** in the above verse is the Hebrew word OT:3335 *yatsar* (yaw-tsar') meaning...*evil that is brought forth by "squeezing"*. What is squeezing? It is pressure! There is a spiritual law concerning demonic pressure... by which Satan uses the Jezebel spirit to attack the righteous— for the express purpose of putting pressure on them to do what is wrong so they can be condemned.

Spiritual influences are measured and controlled by their “spiritual pressure”...just as the winds in nature are measured and controlled by atmospheric pressure. The pressure from a throne of iniquity can be slight...or it can be immense!! How much it affects believers depends on how carnal they are:

*(Gal 5:16) But I say, walk and live [habitually] in the [Holy] Spirit [responsive to and controlled and guided by the Spirit]; then you will certainly not gratify the cravings and desires of the flesh (of the carnal human nature). AMP*
CHAPTER 4

The Law of ESP

God tells us in (Ps 94:20) the throne of iniquity… devises evil by law. What Law? This is referring to a spiritual law concerning demonic forces, like the Jezebel influence, used to create evil pressure… A law I call: "The Law of ESP" (evil Spiritual Pressure).
(Job 28:25) Make the weight for the winds and... weigh the waters by measure.

Here is the Word order from the... Interlinear Transliterated Bible for (Job 28:25). Definitions are from the CWSD:

- **MAKE** "asah"...to create something for a purpose rt. "shaqal" (shaw-kal') stop, interrupt, render ineffective
- **WINDS** "ruawach" (roo-awk)...wind—spirit
- **WEIGH** —WEIGH "takan" (taw-kan') evaluate, test, ponder, to tell
- **WATERS** "mayim" *NOTE: water is a typological representation for WORDS. CWSD: can signify wasting, overwhelming (i.e. words), (i.e. words or) power from the underworld.
- **MEASURE** “middah” (mid-daw') the level to be achieved [levels of achievement], to be extended, stretched.

The above definitions reveal that: An influence can be created for the purpose of stopping, interrupting, and rendering [someone or something] ineffective...by a ruler on their throne of iniquity. That is why there needs to be an evaluating, and testing of what is being pondered by us because of what this spirit is telling [those under its influence]. What this spirit is telling its victims creates an influence that is wasting [destructive], overwhelming [pressure]...it is coming from the powers of the underworld...once a certain level [of influence] has been achieved, it can create and extend its level of its influence... so people are stretched (under extreme pressure) by its influence.

(John 28:25) Determine the weight for the winds (can also be translated "spirits") and... weigh the waters by measure.

Again the word "devises evil" in the above verse is the Hebrew word yatsar (yaw-tsar') meaning...evil brought forth by "squeezing [or pressure].

How much pressure a spirit is able to exert upon us will determine how much we can be STRETCHED by its influence. Stretched is defined as: to draw out or enlarge by increased tension. This stretching “draws out” the feelings and reactions of our
iniquity. Below are some synonyms for the words stretched and tension:

![Diagram showing synonyms for stretched and tension](image)

**Self-Examination**

Often when Christians who have grown up and lived under the Jezebel/Ahab influence they become accustomed to the spiritual atmosphere created by this “familiar spirit” that ruled their family. Because of this it was able to shape their carnal feelings and reactions coming from this “familiar tension.” This actually becomes part of their CHARACTER as aspects of their carnal (human) personality.

Because of this a Jezebel generational stronghold goes undetected, or unchallenged… because they [and those closest to them] believe it is “Just negative aspects of their personality or family
traits” being manifested. I find that people living under this spiritual influence are often addicted to “drama”—something is always being “stirred up” by the demonically charged atmosphere in their lives.

Often they are so used to living under a lot of “tension”… they begin to feel “bored” if things aren’t “stirred up” around them and unconsciously create drama, in order to keep their “familiar” spiritual atmosphere demonically charged.

As Christians we must not ignore any of the Jezebel/Ahab traits if they manifest but instead be willing to closely examine our actions & reactions to see how they align with God’s Word. Our actions and reactions must align with the truth of God’s Word and according to the faith we profess to have in Jesus Christ. Unless we allow an honest examination of ourselves, we will not see what God says we must see.

Jezebel/Ahab Lineage

(1 Kings 16:30-31) And Ahab the son of Omri did evil in the sight of the Lord above all that were before him... And it came to pass, as if it had been a light thing for him to walk in the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, that he took to wife Jezebel the
daughter of Ethbaal king of the Zidonians, and went and served Baal, and worshipped him.

The meanings of the names involved in Ahab and Jezebel’s lineage reveal their “carnal human characteristics” that manifest in those under this spiritual duo:

- **Ahab** OT:256 'ach (awkh); a primitive (compound) word; *a brother for (his) father*; metaphorically means: to have an "affinity for" (i.e. an attraction, bait, to be charmed by or to like or have sympathy for someone or something because of shared characteristics of someone); for Ahab this was (his) father **Omri**, which explains why he was attracted to Jezebel.

The second compound word in Ahab’s name is OT: 1’*ab* (awb) meaning: *generating source; or father*. Other forms of the Hebrew word 'ach are:

- OT:253 'ach (awkh); *expressive of grief, a derivative of OT:162 'ahahh (a-haw'); CWSD: It usually indicates despair but also a strong sense of marvel with fear. It can indicate a feeling of inability or confusion. (Ahab traits)
- OT:254 'ach (awkh); *a fire-pot or chafing dish: represents an angry, irritated easily annoyed person*
- OT:255 'oach (o’-akh); *a howler (one who operates in dreary emotional utterances, from pain, sorrow, or*
anger) lonesome [depressed, deserted, isolated, discouraged, unhappy]. (Ahab traits)

- **Ahab’s Father was Omri OT:** 6018 `Omriy (om-ree'); his name comes from the root: `amar (aw-mar') meaning: to treat a person harshly, without humane consideration, without compassion or to be brutal physically to a person (i.e. physical and emotional abuse). Another form of the word that is associated with `amar (aw-mar') is `amar (aw-mar'); **B/D/B:** to manipulate, to deal tyrannically with; to treat as a slave.

Jezebel’s NAME itself reveals much about the CHARACTERISTICS of those under this influence (male or female). They take on the “personality” of this spirit.
Much is also revealed by examining closely the two definitions used above to describe the name JEZEBLE….

- **Calamity** … defined as:* misfortune* painful affliction* misery* unfortunate circumstances

- **Jackal** … wild dog keleb (keh'-leb); to attack; also a reference to a male prostitute. The concept is used in figurative expressions of contempt: of a scorned person. It was used in a mocking sense of a false sacrifice…The word “dragon” is the word tanniyn (tan-neen'), and also means “jackal”… in the sense of causing “waste” [which means …**devastation to be overwhelmed and stunned**]. “Jackals” are nocturnal, most active at dusk. Jackals will defend their territory by vigorously chasing intruding rivals (i.e. like Jezebel did the prophet who exposed her false prophets at Carmel). They are scavengers…meaning they show up when something is dying or dead to feed upon it and they also feed on “dung”. The Egyptian god Anubis, was depicted as a man with a jackal's head. Anubis was known as the god of embalming. This word is defined as…

The Jezebel; spirit demands to be appeased (to bring ease, to pacify or be pleased) …at the expense of justice or principles of truth. One of the ways Jezebel does this is through “flattery”… obligating others to appease so justice and truth won’t come forth. Flattery, gone unchecked, manipulates others into feeling obligated to not disagree with or offend the one who is flattering--by telling them the truth concerning their sin. An “AHAB” will not confront Jezebel when one is under the influence of Jezebel.
Guilt issues from the Jezebel influence exist because…

- We are being falsely accused and receive accusations about things we have already confessed as sin, repented of and have put under the blood of Jesus Christ.
  
  OR…

- We are living in guilt over sin that has not been confessed as sin and truly repented of… this means it is being “masked” or hidden and needs to be brought out into the light so it can be repented of.
How we respond to our sin will determine whether or not the Jezebel/Ahab spiritual influence will be destroyed in our life. King David and King Saul responded differently in the responses to the sins of Jezebel. We have seen how David responded to the prophet Nathan, now read how King Saul responded when he was confronted by the Prophet Samuel.

(1 Sam 15:12-13-16)

12 Early the next morning Samuel went to find Saul. Someone told him, "Saul went to Carmel to set up a monument to himself [i.e. he had a prideful image problem]; then he went on to Gilgal." 13 When Samuel finally found him, Saul greeted him cheerfully. "May the LORD bless you," he said. "I have carried out the LORD's command!" [he lied] 14 "Then what is all the bleating of sheep and lowing of cattle I hear?" Samuel demanded. 15 "It's true that the army spared the best of the sheep and cattle," Saul
admitted [he blamed the army]. "But they are going to sacrifice them to the LORD your God. We have destroyed everything else."[he minimized and tried to justify his sin] 16 Then Samuel said to Saul, "Stop! Listen to what the LORD told me last night!

   (1 Sam 15:19-23)

19 Why haven't you obeyed the LORD? Why did you rush for the plunder and do exactly what the LORD said not to do?" 20 "But I did obey the LORD," Saul insisted [again he lied]. "I carried out the mission he gave me. I brought back King Agag, but I destroyed everyone else [minimized]. 21 Then my troops brought in the best of the sheep and cattle and plunder to sacrifice to the LORD your God in Gilgal." [again he rationalized] 22 But Samuel replied, "What is more pleasing to the LORD: your burnt offerings and sacrifices or your obedience to his voice? Obedience is far better than sacrifice. Listening to him is much better than offering the fat of rams. 23 Rebellion is as bad as the sin of witchcraft, and stubbornness is as bad as worshiping idols [not willing to bend or bow to the truth—just keep worshipping your lies]. So because you have rejected the word of the LORD, he has rejected you from being king.

   (1 Sam 15:24-26, 30)

24 Then Saul finally admitted, "Yes, I have sinned. I have disobeyed your instructions and the LORD's command, for I was afraid of the people and did what they demanded [excuse & blame]. 25 Oh, please, forgive my sin now and go with me to worship the LORD." 26 But Samuel replied, "I will not return with you! Since you have rejected the LORD's command, he has rejected you from being the king of Israel." 30 Then Saul pleaded again, "I know I have sinned. But please, at least honor me before the leaders and before my people [prideful hypocrisy] by going with me to worship the LORD your God." NLT
Jezebel strongholds can only be eliminated by exposure confession and repentance, such as King David exhibited. They MUST be PULLED DOWN, which is the Hebrew word, kathairesis (kath-ah'-ee-res-is); and this means: demolition; extinction (no longer active — ceasing to erupt—to go out of existence).

The things that needs to become EXTINCT or pulled down are:
I like the way the Message Bible interprets the verses below:

(2 Cor 10:5-6)

We use our powerful God-tools for smashing warped philosophies, tearing down barriers erected against the truth of God, fitting every loose thought and emotion and impulse into the structure of life shaped by Christ [making thoughts—emotions—impulses subject to the truth]... Our tools are ready at hand for clearing the ground of every obstruction and building lives of obedience into maturity. TMB (Parenthesis mine)

We must learn to discern EVERY thought—emotion—and impulse and make it subject to the truth in order to tear down this stronghold that erected by the spiritual influence of the Jezebel spirit! The greatest obstacle in doing this is PRIDE!

We must let the Holy Spirit reason with us (i.e. this means present evidence) concerning what the unholy spirits of Jezebel & Leviathan... have imparted to us--causing us to Excuse—Blame—
Justify—Minimize—lie—and hide our ungodly actions and reactions and feelings, which come from wrong opinions or beliefs (i.e. lies) that cause us to live in fear.

(Isa 1:18-20)

"Come. Sit down. Let's argue this out." This is GOD's Message: "If your sins are blood-red, they'll be snow-white. If they're red like crimson, they'll be like wool... If you'll willingly obey (like David), you'll feast like kings. But if you're willful and stubborn (like Saul), you'll die like dogs (like Jezebel died)." That's right. GOD says so. TMB (Parenthesis mine).

---

Stepping into Freedom

If during the reading of this material, you were able to see any of the Jezebel/Ahab traits mentioned in your life, I have included a PRAYER GUIDE on the following page to help lead you through a prayer of confession and repentance for taking some first steps towards your journey into freedom from these demonic influences.

However, complete freedom is journey that will take time and determination in order to obtain an understanding of the accusations, lies and doubts that are used against you from these demonic entities to empower and keep their influence active in your life. This is how I was able to gain total freedom from the Jezebel/Ahab influences in my own life and break their power over my mind. As I sought the Lord for my own healing and deliverance issues, He imparted to me His wisdom and revelation, which has resulted in the creation of the THREEFOLD CORD HEALING AND DELIVERANCE MANUAL. I
have used this material in my ministry in one form or another since the beginning of its inception in 1998.

In the prayer, contained in the Prayer Guide on the following page, some of what you will be asking the Lord for, will take time and genuine effort as I have just mentioned. On the other hand, asking for forgiveness is instantaneous when one is sincere, but asking for the Lord to do what is needed to bring his cleansing and perfecting work and to give you the needed wisdom for staying free, as requested in this prayer, will begin the process, if this is truly your desire. In any case, if you truly recognize your need for cleansing (the release of God’s sanctifying-maturing power)... He is faithful to release the wisdom you need to accomplish this. As the Message Bible so aptly puts it...

(James 1:4-6) So don't try to get out of anything prematurely. Let-patience do-its work so you become mature and well-developed, not deficient in any way... If you don't know what you're doing, pray to the Father—for wisdom. He loves to help. You'll get his help, and won't be condescended to when you ask for it... Ask boldly, believingly, without a second thought.

As God’s people we are His temple and He desires to cleanse and restore our temple from all the devastating works of every demonic power, so we are empowered and victorious over all His enemies. For more information on obtaining FREE Threefold Cord healing and deliverance study material, see the FREE resource pages at the end of this book.

(Ezra 9:9)

"... our God has not forsaken us in our bondage, but has extended mercy unto us... and to give us a reviving, to set up the temple of our God, and to repair the desolations thereof..."
**Prayer Guide**

**STEP 1.** Repeat the following: **FATHER IN JESUS NAME I ASK YOUR HOLY SPIRIT TO REVEAL TO ME EVERY JEZEBEL/AHAB TRAIT IN MY LIFE. I DESIRE TO BE HONEST ABOUT EVERY MOTIVE, REACTION AND FEELING ASSOCIATED WITH THIS DEMONIC INFLUENCE. HELP ME TO BECOME AWARE OF THESE SO I CAN CONFESSION THEM AS SIN. PLEASE MAKE ME AWARE OF THE ACCUSING THOUGHTS, OPINIONS OR ARGUMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS SPIRITUAL STRONGHOLD, SO I CAN CONFESSION THEM AND CAST THEM DOWN AND MAKE THE SUBJECT TO YOUR HOLY WORD.**

**STEP 2.** Repeat the following: **ALSO FATHER, I NOW CHOOSE TO FORGIVE EVERYONE—INCLUDING MYSELF FOR ANY AND ALL SIN THAT HAS BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH THE JEZEBEL/AHAB SPIRITS—I WILL NO LONGER HOLD OTHERS ACCOUNTABLE FOR MY ANGER, FRUSTRATION AND DISAPPOINTMENT. (It is good to name the people who have hurt or offended you at this point). I NOW ASK YOUR FORGIVENESS FOR MY SINFUL ANGER AND BITTERNESS...** (Name any Jezebel traits or reactions as sin that you are aware of at this point). **THANK YOU FOR YOUR MERCY, GRACE, FORGIVENESS AND CLEANSING IN JESUS NAME!**

**STEP 3.** Repeat the following: **I NOW RECEIVE YOUR TOTAL FORGIVENESS AND ASK THAT YOU BREAK ALL DEMONIC POWERS AND HELP ME TAKE BACK ANY PLACE THEY HAVE BEEN GIVEN. LET THE LIGHT OF JESUS SHINE UPON THIS DARKNESS. I THANK YOU FOR MY CONTINUING FREEDOM AND DELIVERANCE FROM THESE DEMONIC POWERS—IN JESUS NAME!**

Now spend time worshipping the LORD in thanksgiving for your new found freedom. You may or may not “feel” anything... but you must be convinced of your freedom because of your agreement with the Word (Jesus) and that what you have spoken has AND WILL BE done... (Matt 18:19) That if two of you shall agree on earth as touching anything that they shall ask, it shall be done for them of my Father which is in heaven. (Mark 11:23-25) “Whatever you desire when you pray, believe you have received them and you will have what you say...
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